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Catastrophes lead to losses that can be funded (or 
absorbed) in different ways

Households 
might face 

damages to 
homes/ 

possessions, lost 
income, new 

costs or 
expenses

Businesses might 
face damages to 

premises/ 
equipment/ 

inventories, lost 
revenues, new 

costs or expenses

Insurance sector 
might absorb 

some (potentially 
significant) share 

of these if 
coverage was 

extended

Governments might 
provide loans, grants 

or tax breaks to 
vulnerable (or un- or 

under-insured

Reserve-
backed 
losses

Reserve-
backed 
losses

Non-repayable 
funding

Non-repayable 
funding

Non-repayable 
funding

Debt financing

Expenditure Contingent 
liabilities
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Many costs and losses from COVID-19 were funded by 
insurance



• Does presence of COVID cause 
property damage?

Business interruption 
coverage triggered 
only where property 

damage

• Is coverage only triggered as a 
result of property damage in the 
vicinity of the insured property?

Public authority/ 
orders coverage

• Was COVID present in the vicinity 
of the insured property?

Non-damage 
business interruption
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…although coverage for some (particularly business 
interruption) was limited…
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A significant portion was funded by government …and 
government finances deteriorated

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from OECD Economic Outlook, Volume 2021 Issue 2
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Many countries have established catastrophe risk 
insurance programmes for large-scale risks…



Some form of 
compulsion (offer 
or purchase) or 

incentive

Quick payment 
(parametric)

Significant 
government share 

of losses

Differential 
treatment of SMEs

What losses 
should be covered 

(BI or broader)

What perils should 
be covered 

(pandemic or all 
“systemic”)
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Pandemic risk insurance programme proposals: key 
themes
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…although in many countries, COVID losses were 
multiples of the catastrophe losses faced by insurers in 

the past
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Source: Author’s calculations based on data from Swiss Re sigma on natural catastrophes and an estimate of business revenue 
losses derived from estimated revenue losses during strict workplace closures in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2020), OECD data on 
production for OECD countries (OECD, 2022), and data on the imposition of workplace closure requirements collected by the 
Blavatnik School of Government (Hale et al., 2021).



• Could an insurance programme achieve broad take-up?
• Could an insurance programme provide rapid payments 

to meet liquidity challenges?
• Could an insurance programme reduce public financial 

exposure?
• Could an insurance programme encourage risk reduction 

(and support employment stability)?  
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Could insurance be an alternative to large-scale 
fiscal support for catastrophes like COVID-19?
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